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INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL HERITAGE LAW

- An intensive course directed by the UNESCO Chair in the International Law of the Protection of Cultural Heritage at the University of Geneva in collaboration with the University of Miami School of Law
- Study cultural heritage law in a worldwide centre for art trade and diplomacy with a very dense network of key international institutions
- Teaching by the University of Geneva faculty, the University of Miami School of Law faculty, and renowned experts
- An enriching academic experience in a top-ranked university
- Discovery of an international and vibrant city at the heart of Europe

COURSE DIRECTORS

Professor Marc-André Renold
UNESCO Chair
Faculty of Law
University of Geneva

Dr. Alessandro Chechi
UNESCO Chair Senior Researcher
Faculty of Law
University of Geneva

AFFILIATED FACULTY

Professor Stephen Urice
Faculty of Law
University of Miami School of Law

Tuition fees: 1,800 CHF | Equivalence of 3 ECTS credits

3 ABA credits for students from the University of Miami and other ABA accredited law schools
For availability of ABA-approved credits by application through the University of Miami School of Law go to: www.law.miami.edu/geneva2018